COVID-19 VACCINE LOGISTICS :
SECURITY PRACTICES UNDER
PRESSURE
As pharmaceuticals companies are getting ready to start dispatching
vaccines, the logistics industry must meet the highest industry standards,
putting increasing pressure on reviewing their security practices in place
today.
The rush to the market in 2021 will no doubt impact everybody in the supply
chain, from the manufacturer down to the last-mile delivery. For countries
that already have high levels of pharmaceutical thefts, such as Russia, vaccines
will for sure be theft-sensitive goods, following a surging demand for the
product and criminal enterprises becoming more and more sophisticated.
Security in over-the-road truck transportation will be under deeper scrutiny
and only those carriers that can provide a solid answer with a complete endto-end solution for secured transport will be in great demand. Carriers will
increasingly rely on route mapping, using practices such as geofencing by a
corridor, avoiding theft hot spots, and identifying where it can be safe for
drivers to park. Sophisticated emergency response services via 24/7 alarm
monitoring centers will be key for immediate intervention with audio and
video automatically activated.
We could assume the presence of a security guard, a common practice used in
road transportation in Russia and CIS, can alleviate the risk for theft, however,
one must bear in mind the human interference factor. In performing a deep
dive security analysis for each step of the process, the vulnerability impact of
inside knowledge and fraud remains a big risk factor. Thorough background
checks into potential transport companies and their driver's permits will need
to be put into consideration when looking at transporting these vaccines.
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Last but not least, innovative track and trace technologies will be driven by
IoT-based smart detection sensors and sound alarms to control intrusion or
detect when a tractor is removed from the trailer. Temperature monitoring
systems will be another essential part, making sure that temperaturedependent vaccine products stay safe as they are being transported.

Connecting processes, people, technology, putting in place the best
security practices, gearing up for distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine,
will require the involvement of many parties within the supply chain.
So be warned, be prepared. We talked about the e-commerce boom and
getting goods to consumers, but are we truly ready for the distribution of
your COVID-19 vaccine?
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